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A Low-Complexity Joint Color Demosaicking
and Zooming Algorithm for Digital Camera
King-Hong Chung and Yuk-Hee Chan, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents a low complexity joint color de-
mosaicking and digital zooming algorithm for single-sensor digital
cameras. The proposed algorithm directly extracts edge informa-
tion from raw sensor data for interpolation in both demosaicking
and zooming to preserve edge features in its output. This allows the
extracted information to be exploited consistently in both stages
and also efficiently, as no separate extraction process is required
in different stages. The proposed algorithm can produce a zoomed
full-color image as well as a zoomed Bayer color filter array image
with outstanding performance as compared with conventional ap-
proaches which generally combine separate color demosaicking
and digital zooming schemes.
Index Terms—Bayer pattern, color demosaicking, color differ-
ence rule, color filter array (CFA), zooming.
I. INTRODUCTION
SINGLE image sensors are widely used nowadays in manyportable electronic devices like digital cameras, mobile
phones, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) to acquire scene
images in digital format. Fig. 1 shows a typical image acquisi-
tion system used in these devices. It first allows light passing
through an optical system, where focusing, shutter control,
and optical zoom are performed, and then acquires the scene
with an image sensor under a color filter array (CFA) [1] to
produce a digital image in which only one color component
is sampled at each pixel location. For reference, an image of
such a format is referred to as a CFA image hereafter so as
to contrast it from a full-color image in which all three color
components are available in each pixel. The Bayer pattern
shown in Fig. 2 is the most common CFA used nowadays [2].
To reproduce a full-color image with a CFA image, the two
missing color components at each pixel must be estimated by
color demosaicking [3]–[10]. Finally, a postprocessing step
[11] may be necessary to reduce demosaicking artifacts.
Along with demosaicking, zooming is probably the most
commonly performed processing operation in a digital camera.
In general, under the size and power constraints, a typical
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Fig. 1. Image acquisition system in digital camera.
Fig. 2. Two 5 5 regions of Bayer pattern having centers at (a) red and (b) blue
samples.
portable device is generally not equipped with a complex
optical system to achieve high optical zooming power as such
an optical system is expensive and sizable. For this reason,
digital zooming is used instead to enhance the zooming power
in a digital camera.
Various approaches can be exploited to produce a full-color
zooming result from a CFA image. Traditionally, it is done by
performing a digital zooming process after demosaicking the
CFA image as shown in Fig. 3(a). The zooming process can be
performed on the demosaicked full-color image either in a com-
ponent-wise manner [12]–[15] or in a vector manner [16]–[19].
In a component-wise interpolation, each color plane is treated
as a gray-level image and interpolated with a gray-scale image
interpolation technique independently. The zoomed full-color
image is then formed by combining the three interpolated color
planes. As for a vector color interpolation, each pixel in the
image forms a color vector with the three color components as
elements. Various vector operations are then performed on the
color vectors to produce the zoomed full-color image. As the
interpolation carried out in the zooming process is based on the
demosaicking result and demosaicking may introduce artifacts,
such as blurred edges and false colors [11], [20], the quality of
the resultant zoomed image can be very poor in regions of com-
plicated details.
Recently, an alternative approach, as shown in Fig. 3(b), was
used instead. In this approach, a zooming process is directly ap-
plied to the CFA image to generate an enlarged CFA image such
1057-7149/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Image zooming methods: (a) zooming after demosaicking, (b) demo-
saicking after zooming, and (c) joint demosaicking and zooming.
that a conventional demosaicking technique can be performed
on the enlarged CFA image to produce a zoomed full-color
image; [21]–[23] shows three of the successful examples. A
linear interpolation-based digital zooming method and an adap-
tive edge-sensing-based digital zooming method are, respec-
tively, introduced in [21] and [22] to operate on the raw sensor
data to produce enlarged CFA images for further demosaicking.
In [23], local color ratio and edge-sensing weight coefficients
are utilized in CFA zooming, demosaicking, and postprocessing
to produce the final zoomed full-color image.
The actual process behind both zooming and demosaicking
is interpolation and similar signal processing concepts are
employed in both cases. When zooming and demosaicking
are performed separately, the information available on the raw
sensor data is not always utilized consistently and efficiently
to yield the enlarged output image. A low-complexity joint
color demosaicking and digital zooming algorithm is, hence,
proposed in this paper for digital single-sensor cameras to solve
this problem, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
By considering that the green channel provides twice the
information as compared with the red and the blue channels in
a Bayer CFA image [22], the proposed algorithm starts with
estimating all missing green samples in the original CFA image.
For each missing green sample, it estimates its appropriate in-
terpolation direction based on local intensity gradients and local
variances of color-difference values and picks a corresponding
linear interpolator to estimate its intensity value. The green
plane is then enlarged in a way that all missing green compo-
nents in the enlarged image are estimated based on 1) the green
intensity values of their known or determined neighbors and
2) the interpolation directions of the closest neighbors whose
green components are determined in the previous stage. By
so doing, the edge information extracted from the raw sensor
data for interpolation is used in demosaicking and zooming
consistently. It is also used efficiently as no separate extraction
process is required in different stages. Finally, the red and the
blue missing samples in the enlarged image are estimated with
the interpolated green plane and the color difference model
used in [10].
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is su-
perior to conventional approaches, which are generally combi-
nations of different demosaicking and zooming algorithms, in
zooming CFA images and producing zoomed full-color images
in terms of output quality at low complexity.
As a remark, we note that the addressed problem can also be
considered as an estimation problem in view of that the missing
samples in the enlarged full-color image are estimated based
on the CFA samples in the course of the joint process. Accord-
ingly, with suitable constraints, standard estimation algorithms,
such as a LMMSE estimator, can be used to produce a zoomed
full-color image from a CFA image [24]. This approach tries to
solve a mathematically defined optimization problem and gen-
erally requires some assumptions or training data for deriving
the constraints, which is different from the approach on which
we focused in this paper.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, a color-dif-
ference variance-based green plane demosaicking scheme is in-
troduced. In Section III, the details of our joint demosaicking
and zooming algorithm is described. In Sections IV and V, sim-
ulation results and a complexity analysis of the proposed algo-
rithm are respectively provided. Finally, a conclusion is given
in Section VI.
II. COLOR DIFFERENCE VARIANCE-BASED GREEN
PLANE DEMOSAICKING SCHEME
The proposed green plane demosaicking scheme processes
the pixels one by one in a raster-scanning order. Based on a
symmetric local region of the pixel of interest, the scheme de-
termines the interpolation direction and then interpolates the
missing green component of the concerned pixel.
In the proposed scheme, the well-known directional second-
order Laplacian interpolators proposed by Hamilton and Adams
[4], [25] are used to interpolate the missing green component as
they were proven to be a simple yet good approximation of the
optimal CFA interpolator [7]. In general, in a CFA image, the
local region of a pixel without green component is in a pattern
as shown in either Fig. 2(a) or (b). Without losing generality,
only the former case is considered in this paper. For handling
the case shown in Fig. 2(b), one can exchange the roles of red
samples and blue samples and then follow the procedures for
handling the case shown in Fig. 2(a) to estimate the missing
green components.
For the case shown in Fig. 2(a), the missing green component





where and , respectively, denote the known red and
green CFA components of pixel , and , , and
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Fig. 4. (a) Original green planes of the original full-color images, (b) green
planes generated by algorithm [4], and (c) green planes generated by the pro-
posed green plane demosaicking scheme [the input for generating (b) and (c)
were obtained by sampling (a) according to the Bayer CFA pattern].
are the three possible estimates of the missing green component
obtained with corresponding interpolators.
The selection of the interpolator is a critical factor to the
demosaicking performance. Many adaptive demosaicking
methods use local gradients to determine the interpolation
direction and, in turn, the interpolator [4], [25], [26]. However,
though this determination criterion works very well in simple
edge regions, some image pattern features such as those shown
in Fig. 4(b) may not be preserved well with this criterion. As the
color difference of a pixel (either green-to-red or green-to-blue)
usually varies smoothly over a local region in a typical image,
the local variance of its value is used as supplementary infor-
mation to determine the interpolation direction in the proposed
scheme when a texture region is encountered.
To reach a better decision, the proposed scheme is a two-pass
estimation scheme. In the first pass, the scheme raster-scans the
CFA image and detects if a particular pixel is in a sharp hori-
zontal or vertical edge region. If it is, interpolation direction will
be determined and the missing green component of the pixel will
Fig. 5. Procedures for determining the direction to interpolate a missing green
component in the proposed green plane demosaicking scheme.
be interpolated accordingly. Otherwise, the pixel will be left be-
hind and processed in the second pass. In the second pass, the
color difference information in a local region is used to deter-
mine the interpolation direction. Note that, in pass 2, the green
components estimated in pass 1 can be used with those known
green components to pick appropriate interpolators and perform
the interpolation, which helps to improve the interpolation re-
sult.
Fig. 5 summarizes how to select an interpolator for a partic-
ular pixel in different passes of the proposed scheme. The details
are as follows.
A. Pass 1
Both local intensity gradient and color difference are ex-
ploited in this pass to evaluate two parameters for a 5 5 local
region to see whether there is sharp horizontal or vertical gra-
dient change within the region. For the case shown in Fig. 2(a),
the two parameters are computed as (4) and (5), shown at the
bottom of the page. The 5 5 window is selected because it
matches the support of interpolators (1)–(3). Note that, in both
(4) and (5), the first summation term contributes intraband gra-
dient information while the second summation term contributes
supplementary interband color information. The second term is
used to improve the detection performance in some scenarios
when the pixel of interest is on a sharp line of width 1 pixel.
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is then used to classify the region and determine the dominant
edge direction. A region is said to be a sharp edge region if its
associated is larger than a predefined threshold value . Our
experimental results showed that provided a good detec-
tion result. We note that (6) is not a completely symmetric func-
tion with respect to . However, this small asymmetry
does not affect its detection performance.
If the pixel of interest, say pixel , locates at the
center of a sharp edge region, its interpolation direction




Otherwise, it is left behind for being processed in Pass 2.
As will be discussed later, to help selecting an interpolator
for a pixel, sometimes it is necessary for one to make a pre-
liminary estimation of some other pixels’ missing green com-
ponents. Unlike these estimates which are temporarily obtained
for selecting an interpolator, the estimate obtained in (7) is deter-
mined with the selected interpolator. Accordingly, it is referred
to as a formal estimate for future reference.
Once a missing green component is handled, the same process
is performed for estimating the next missing green component
in a raster scan manner. For estimating the missing green com-
ponent in the case shown in Fig. 2(b), one can replace the red
samples by the corresponding blue samples and follow the pro-
cedures above to determine its interpolation direction and its in-
terpolated value. At the end of the first pass, the missing green
components of the center pixels in all 5 5 sharp edge regions
should be determined.
B. Pass 2
In the second pass, all missing green components which have
not yet been estimated in the first pass are processed in a raster
scan manner. The involved pixels are considered to be in a flat
region or a texture region (nonedge region). As a region of size
5 5 does not provide enough information to determine the in-
terpolation direction in pass 1, the local region of interest is ex-
tended to 9 9 pixels in pass 2 to cover more samples such
that more useful information can be extracted at a reasonable
increase in computation cost. In fact, based on our empirical
study, we found that a region of 9 9 pixels provided the best
overall zooming performance in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
as compared with other possible sizes such as 13 13.
For the case shown in Fig. 2(a), to determine the interpolation
direction for the center pixel, the variances of the color differ-
Fig. 6. Pixels along the horizontal and vertical axes of a 9 9 window in a
Bayer CFA image.
ence values of the pixels along the axes of the extended 9 9
local region, say and , are computed. Fig. 6 shows
the pixels involved in the computation. In formulation,
and are defined as
and (8)
where is a color difference value of pixel . The
values of and for are
computed as follows in (9) and (10), shown at the bottom
of the page. Note that the green components for com-
puting have been
estimated before as all missing green components are es-
timated in a raster scan order. As for those for computing
, they may have been esti-
mated in the first pass. If they are not, the preliminary estimates
and , which are obtained with (1) and (2), will
be, respectively, used to compute and .
Sometimes, neither a horizontal nor a vertical interpolator can
provide a good estimation result and the diagonal interpolator
defined in (3) is preferred. Another color difference variance of
the pixels within the 9 9 window, say , is used to detect
this situation. In formulation, it is defined as
(11)
if has already been estimated
otherwise (9)
if has already been estimated
otherwise (10)
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Fig. 7. Spatial arrangement of the intermediate results of the proposed joint demosaicking and zooming algorithm: (a) raw sensor output CFA image, (b) after
demosaicking green-plane, (c) after spatial expansion, (d) after estimating diagonal green components, (e) after estimating all green components, (f) intermediate
result containing the enlarged CFA image, and (g) final enlarged full-color image.
Similar to the computation of and , to get
for evaluating
, the formal estimates of the involved missing green com-
ponents will be used if they exist. Otherwise, the preliminary
estimate obtained with (3) is used to get .
With parameters , and , the desired interpo-
lator for estimating the missing green component in the middle
of the region is selected and its formal estimate is determined
by (12), shown at the bottom of the page.
For the case shown in Fig. 2(b), one can treat blue samples
as red samples and follow the above procedures to estimate the
missing green component. A complete demosaicked green plane
is obtained after Pass 2. Fig. 4(c) shows some green planes ob-
tained with the proposed green plane demosaicking scheme.
III. JOINT DEMOSAICKING AND ZOOMING ALGORITHM
As the green channel provides twice information as compared
with the red and the blue channels in a CFA image, the pro-
posed joint demosaicking and zooming algorithm starts with
green-plane interpolation. The red and the blue plane interpola-
tions then follow with reference to the interpolated green plane.
Assume that a CFA image of size has to be enlarged to
a zoomed full-color image of size . The proposed
algorithm supports a zooming factor , where is a pos-
itive integer. In this paper, is selected for simplicity to
facilitate the following discussion.
For the sake of reference, hereafter, a pixel at location
in image is denoted by with
, and as its red, green and blue compo-
nents, while a pixel at location in image is represented
by with ,
and as the corresponding color components.
Fig. 7 shows how image is obtained using CFA image
step by step in different stages for reference. In particular, the
circles with segmented edges denote the pixels to be processed
in the following processing stage, and the existence of the color
in a division denotes that the corresponding color component is
known or has been estimated in a previous processing stage.
A. Green (G) Plane Interpolation
In the proposed algorithm, the green plane demosaicking
scheme described in Section II is carried out first to estimate
the missing green components in the small CFA image . It
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for the missing green components and a complete demosaicked
green plane of image as shown in Fig. 7(b).
Median filtering is then applied to the color difference planes
of image to refine the demosaicked green plane. For a pixel
which is in the middle of the pattern shown in Fig. 2(a), its de-
mosaicked green component is refined by
(13)
where is the green-to-red color
difference of the pixel at location and de-
notes the median operator which provides the median value of
its given inputs. Note that all involved in (13) are raw
sensor components in image . Median filtering is used here to
enhance the demosaicked green plane because of its simplicity
and its proven good performance in handling this case. To refine
a pixel which is in the middle of the pattern shown in Fig. 2(b),
the same refinement step can be used after replacing red sam-
ples with corresponding blue samples.
The enhanced partially demosaicked image is then ex-
panded to form an image of the same size as the zoomed image
. In particular, we have
in image (14)
Fig. 7(c) shows the spatial arrangement of the output of this
stage.
In Fig. 7(c), three quarters of the green components
are missing. Those of the pixels marked with segmented
edges are interpolated first as each one of them is sur-
rounded by four known green components which form a
square support region as shown in Fig. 7(c). Let
be a green component to be interpolated in this stage and
be its support. Its value is determined by
(15)
where is a weighting factor defined as
(16)
In (16), is actually the
absolute difference between two known green com-
ponents in and is the maximum value in
and . Note that
the weights are determined in a way that a known green com-
ponent will contribute less to the estimate of
if it is dissimilar to the other known green components in
Fig. 8. Original full-color images (refers as image 1 to image 24, from top to
bottom and left to right).
. This idea is similar to that of the edge-sensing weighting
scheme used in [22], [23] where the weights are computed as
the reciprocal values of gradients. However, the complexity
of the proposed scheme is lower as division is not required to
determine the weights. Fig. 7(d) shows the spatial arrangement
of the output of this stage.
The remaining missing green components in Fig. 7(d) are
then interpolated by simple directional bilinear interpolation.
Let the location of the pixel whose green component is currently
being estimated be . As shown in Fig. 7(d), for each pixel
having a missing green component at this stage, there is a neigh-
boring pixel whose green component was determined when de-
mosaicking the green plane of CFA image . Let the location of






where denotes the interpolation direction for esti-
mating when demosaicking the green plane of .
In (17), by taking the advantage of the edge consistency in a
small region, missing green components in a local region are
interpolated with the same direction. This process provides
a simple but effective means to preserve edge feature in the
zooming result. Fig. 7(e) shows the spatial arrangement of the
output of this stage where all the missing green components of
image are determined.
B. Red (R) Plane and Blue (B) Plane Interpolation
To constitute the missing red and blue components in
Fig. 7(e), the color difference model used in [10] is employed.
For each pixel whose red (blue) component is missing, its
green-to-red (green-to-blue) color difference value is bilinearly
interpolated from the neighboring pixels having known red
(blue) CFA components and its intensity value can then be
determined.
For example, when the red components of pixels ,
, , and are known and one
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TABLE I
CPSNR PERFORMANCE (dB) OF VARIOUS ALGORITHMS IN PRODUCING A ZOOMED FULL-COLOR IMAGE
wants to estimate the red component of pixel
for , , the green-to-red color difference value of
pixel is first interpolated as follows:
for (18)
The missing red color component is then estimated by
(19)
In practice, the interpolation of all missing red and blue
components can be done in parallel so as to reduce the processing
time. However, when the components are processed sequentially,
one can interpolate some of them first to obtain an intermediate
result as shown in Fig. 7(f). This intermediate result contains
all color components of image in CFA format, which allows
image to be stored in CFA format well before its full-color
image is finally determined as shown in Fig. 7(g).
Unlike the algorithm proposed in [23] where the color differ-
ence information used in the CFA zooming process is obtained
from color components located at different positions, the pro-
posed algorithm extract color difference information from color
components of the same pixel. This helps to eliminate color ar-
tifacts in the resultant image.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation was carried out to evaluate the performance of
the proposed joint demosaicking and zooming algorithm. Some
other methods for generating zoomed full-color images were
also evaluated for comparison. Among them, Lukac’s methods
(CIZBP [22] and DCZPS [23]) were examples of the approach
shown in Fig. 3(b). For the approach shown in Fig. 3(a), var-
ious demosaicking algorithms such as ACPI [4], AP [5], PCSD
[6], AHDA [7], NCED [8], and BICD [9] were combined with
bilinear image zooming methods (BI) [13] to produce zoomed
full-color images.
Note that some other interpolation algorithms such as cubic
interpolation can also work with NCED, PCSD, AHDA, AP,
ACPI, and BICD to provide a zoomed full-color image. How-
ever, BI was used in our simulations as low complexity is one
of the key concerns in our study. Other interpolation algorithms
are comparatively more complicated. In fact, after demo-
saicking, sophisticated edge-sensing interpolation algorithms
may not provide better zooming performance as compared
with BI. When demosaicking and zooming are separately per-
formed, the artifacts introduced during demosaicking may fool
an edge-sensing interpolator and an interpolation in a wrong
direction may even amplify the artifacts.
Fig. 8 shows 24 original 24-bit (8-bit for each color compo-
nent) full-color images used in the simulation. Each of them
is of size 512 768 pixels. They were down-sampled by pixel
omission to full-color images of size 256 384 each and then
subsampled according to the Bayer CFA pattern, with starting
sampling sequence of “GRGR…” in the first row, to form a set
of small CFA testing images. The CFA testing images were then
processed with different evaluated methods to produce zoomed
full-color images for comparison.
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TABLE II
CIELAB COLOR DIFFERENCE PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS ALGORITHMS IN PRODUCING A ZOOMED FULL-COLOR IMAGE
TABLE III
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS IN PRODUCING A ZOOMED FULL-COLOR
IMAGE WHEN THE ZOOMING-AFTER-DEMOSAICKING APPROACH IS USED
Table I tabulates the performance of various methods in terms
of the color-peak signal-to-noise ratio (CPSNR) of their outputs.
Specifically, the CPSNR of a reconstructed full-color image
with respect to its original is defined as
(20)
where and is the size
of image . The proposed algorithm provides the best perfor-
mance.
Table II shows the performance of the evaluated methods in
terms of CIELab color difference. The CIELab color difference
is defined as the Euclidean distance between the original color of
a pixel and its reproduction in CIELab color metric space [27].
Again, the proposed algorithm provides the best performance.
As mentioned earlier, using sophisticated edge-sensing in-
terpolation algorithms instead of BI after demosaicking in the
zooming-after-demosaicking approach may not provide a better
zooming performance. Table III shows the zooming perfor-
mance of some other combinations [28], [29] for comparison.
It shows that BI is a good choice in view of both complexity
and quality.
Objective measures may not be accurate and reliable enough
to tell the quality difference among the processing results.
Figs. 9 and 10 show, respectively, some zooming results of
images 19 and 8 for visual comparison. They show that the
proposed algorithm outstandingly preserves the image features
with less color artifacts. For example, as shown in Fig. 9, the
proposed algorithm can reproduce the fence texture with very
little color artifacts but the others cannot. One can also see from
Fig. 10 that, while most of the other methods totally destroy the
letters on the wall in their outputs, the proposed algorithm can
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Fig. 9. Part of the processing results of image 19: (a) the input CFA image, (b) the full-color original, (c) PCSD+BI, (d) BICD+BI, (e) ACPI+BI, (f) AHDA+BI,
(g) AP+BI, (h) NCED+BI, (i) DCZPS, (j) CIZBP+AP, (k) CIZBP+AHDA, (l) CIZBP+NCED, and (m) the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 10. Part of the processing results of image 8: (a) the input CFA image, (b) the full-color original, (c) PCSD+BI, (d) BICD+BI, (e) ACPI+BI, (f) AHDA+BI,
(g) AP+BI, (h) NCED+BI, (i) DCZPS, (j) CIZBP+AP, (k) CIZBP+AHDA, (l) CIZBP+NCED, and (m) the proposed algorithm.
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TABLE IV
COMPLEXITY REQUIRED FOR ESTIMATING A MISSING COMPONENT IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE PROPOSED JOINT DEMOSAICKING AND ZOOMING ALGORITHM
preserve most of the details and introduces less color artifacts.
These results, to a large extent, reflect the robustness of the
proposed joint demosaicking and zooming algorithm in which
the interpolation direction is determined directly from the raw
sensor data and then used effectively and consistently in dif-
ferent stages to interpolate the green plane.
CIZBP [22] was a dedicated algorithm proposed for zooming
CFA images. To make a direct comparison with CIZBP, zoomed
CFA images produced by the proposed algorithm were extracted
from the intermediate results having the available color com-
ponents shown in Fig. 7(f) for comparison. Corresponding
reference CFA images were generated by subsampling
according to the Bayer pattern. The difference between the
zoomed CFA image output of a particular algorithm and
its corresponding reference was then measured in terms of
, where MSE is the mean
square error of all available color components in the involved
CFA image. On average, the PSNRs achieved by CIZBP and
the proposed algorithm are 25.51 and 28.17 dB, respectively.
V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section, a computational complexity analysis of
the proposed algorithm is given, in which the complexity is
measured in terms of number of operations including addition
(ADD), multiplication (MUL), bit-shift (SHT), comparison
(CMP), and taking absolute value (ABS).
Table IV summarizes the complexity required by the pro-
posed algorithm to estimate a missing component in different
stages. The stages into which the algorithm is decomposed in
our complexity analysis matches those presented in Fig. 7 for
easy reference. Note that some intermediate computation results
can be reused in later stages and this was taken into account
when the complexity of the proposed algorithm was estimated.
In practice, the real number of operations required to pro-
duce a zoomed full-color image with the proposed algorithm
is image-dependent and it relies on how many missing green
components are in sharp edge regions. Table V lists the average
number of operations per pixel required by different methods in
processing 24 testing images in our simulations. The complexity
of BICD+BI and ACPI+BI is lower than that of the proposed al-
gorithm but their output quality is poor as shown in Figs. 9 and
10. As for PCSD+BI, its complexity is similar to ours but its
output quality is a bit lower especially in terms of the CIELab
color difference criterion. The complexity of the proposed algo-
rithm is around 25% of that of DCZPS [23]. When zooming a
TABLE V
AVERAGED NUMBER OF OPERATIONS PER PIXEL
REQUIRED BY VARIOUS ALGORITHMS
CFA image, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is around
67% of that of CIZBP [22]. In fact, the computation effort for
the proposed algorithm to produce a zoomed full-color image
is less than that required for CIZBP [22] to produce a zoomed
CFA image.
In our simulations, the average execution time for the pro-
posed algorithm to produce a zoomed full-color image from a
256 384 CFA image with a zooming factor of 2 on a 2.8-GHz
Pentium 4 PC with 512-MB RAM is 0.0774 s.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a low complexity joint demosaicking and
zooming algorithm is proposed. With the use of the local
color-difference variances, the raw sensor data is considered
directly to determine the interpolation direction for estimating
the missing green components in the zoomed image. With this
arrangement, the green plane can be efficiently interpolated
with preserved image details. With reference to the interpolated
green plane, the red and the blue planes are then interpolated
at low complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm produces images providing the most details and
the least color artifacts at the lowest complexity as compared
with conventional approaches which generally perform demo-
saicking after zooming or zooming after demosaicking.
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